Introduction
The ability to control the spin of electrons in addition to their charge in materials such as nanoscale diluted magnetic semiconductors (DMSs) would expand their applications from conventional to spin-based electronic devices. Traditionally, the DMSs refer to a non-magnetic semiconductor material, as a host, in which a few atomic percents of its cations are replaced with transition metal ions. DMSs are mostly based on III-V (GaN, GaP, etc.) or II-VI (ZnS, CdTe) compounds because, among other things, valence of host cations (+3 or +2) matches well that of common magnetic ions. Generally, in these materials, ferromagnetism has been achievable far below room temperature. Typically, they have Curie temperatures below 100 K making them unattractive for practical applications in future devices characterized by simultaneous control of spin and charge of electrons [1] . Recently, oxide (ZnO, TiO 2 , SnO 2 , In 2 O 3 )-based DMS materials have attracted considerable attention due to the reports of ferromagnetism at room temperature which open the possibility of their application in emerging field of thin-film magneto-optic and spin-electronic devices [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] .
The origin of ferromagnetism in oxide DMSs is still subject of controversy and the debate spans from  intrinsic ferromagnetism over possible precipitation of magnetic clusters to the formation of secondary magnetic phases [13] . Generally, conventional exchange mechanisms (direct or superexchange interactions) used for explanation of ferromagnetic behavior cannot be applied on oxide DMSs. The reason is the absence of long-range magnetic ordering at applied concentrations of 3d dopants that are far below the percolation threshold associated with nearest-neighbor cation coupling [14] . Numerous studies, experimental and theoretical, suggest that oxygen vacancies, acting as donors who introduce n-type doping in the material, play an important role in the magnetic ordering of oxide DMSs [15] [16] [17] . Electrons associated with oxygen vacancy defects tend to form bound magnetic polarons (BMP model), coupling the 3d moments of the dopant ions within their orbits [14] .
The differences between the mechanisms of dopant ion incorporations in bulk material and nanocrystals should be taken into account in order to overcome the problems in nanodoping process [18] . More precisely, the problem of so called "self-purifications", according to which the dopant ions are expelled from the nanoparticle core during the crystal growth when synthesis starts from the molecular precursors [19] , should be prevailed. We developed hydrothermal synthetic procedure for incorporation of various dopant ions (transition metal ions and rare earth ions) in TiO 2 nanocrystals of various shapes (faceted nanoparticles, prolate nanospheroids) using dispersions of titania nanotubes and dopant ions, as precursors [20] [21] [22] [23] . In our previous work, we reported ferromagnetic ordering in faceted Co 2+ doped TiO 2 nanoparticles synthesized hydrothermally in acidic conditions (pH = 3), by shape transformation of titania nanotubes in the presence of Co 2+ ions [24] . According to Erwin et al. [18] , the underlying mechanism that generally controls doping is an initial adsorption of dopant ions on the nanocrystal surface during the growth which is on the other hand controlled by surface morphology and nanocrystal shape. Having that in mind, we exploited the presence of an undercoordinated defect site on the surface of titania nanotubes for an initial adsorption of dopant anions enabling formation of the highly stable central core of the resulting particle, without influence of further growth on doping efficiency. In theory of transformation of nanotubes, it was suggested that the existing TiO 6 octahedra layers served as a seed layer for the epitaxial anatase crystals nucleating and growing along specific directions on the nanotube surface [25, 26] .
The aim of this work was to hydrothermally synthesize Co 2+ doped TiO 2 nanocrystals of different shape, and to examine their shape dependent magnetic, structural, and optical properties. The study of shape dependent magnetic properties of prolate spheroid-like and polygonal (faceted) Co 2+ doped TiO 2 nanocrystals, for the synthesis of which were used, as precursors, weak acidic (pH = 5) dispersions of titania nanotubes and Co 2+ ions in two different concentrations, is presented for the first time, to the best of our knowledge. Morphologies of the doped nanocrystals and their crystalline structures were studied by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis, respectively. The inductively coupled plasma (ICP) emission spectrometry was applied for determination of the amount of Co 2+ dopant ions incorporated within TiO 2 nanocrystals. The optical characterization of powdered samples of the Co 2+ doped TiO 2 nanocrystals was carried out by UV-Vis spectroscopy in reflection mode. The superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) magnetometer was used to study the magnetic properties of films made of Co 2+ doped TiO 2 nanocrystals.
Experimental procedure
All chemicals were reagent grade from Aldrich and used as received. Titania nanotubes were synthetized via hydrothermal method according to Kasuga et Reflectance spectra of powder of Co 2+ doped TiO 2 nanocrystals were recorded at room temperature using Thermo Scientific Evolution 600 UV/Vis spectrophotometer.
The X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were obtained using a Philips PW-1050 automated diffractometer using Cu Kα radiation (operated at 40 kV and 30 mA). Diffraction data for crystallographic analysis were collected in the 2θ range of 10°-120°, with scanning step of 0.02° and exposure time of 12 s. Crystallographic analysis was done using the KOALARIE computing program [28] , based on the Rietveld full profile refinement method [29] . Samples for XRD measurements were prepared using standard protocol [30] .
The field dependence magnetic moment was measured with a super conducting quantum interference device magnetometer (Quantum Design). The magnetic field was applied parallel to the film surface. The measured magnetization at 300 K was corrected for the diamagnetic background of the glass substrate (derived from high-field dependence magnetization data). Films for magnetic characterization were prepared by drop casting of dialyzed dispersions of Co 2+ doped TiO 2 nanoparticles onto pre-cleaned glass substrate. The films were annealed in air for 2 min at 100 ℃ after adding each drop. Weights of all films were measured for purposes of determining the amounts of the dopant ions required for magnetic moment calculations.
Results and discussion
Titania nanotubes represent a suitable starting material for the synthesis of highly crystalline doped TiO 2 nanoparticles of various sizes and shapes through structural reorganization and shape transformation in the presence of dopant ions. In this study, as precursor were used synthesized titania nanotubes with a layered structure of scrolled nanotubes ( Fig. 1(a) ). Their size was fairly uniform and with characteristic parameters: outer diameter was in 10 nm range, inner diameter was about 5 nm, while the interlayer spacing was quite large, approximately 0.7 nm ( Fig. 1(a) ).
Hydrothermal treatment of dispersion of titania nanotubes at pH = 5 in the presence of Co 2+ ions resulted in formation of Co 2+ doped TiO 2 nanoparticles (2.5 at% Co 2+ ) of mixed shapes and sizes. The mixture ( Fig. 1(b) ) consists of polygonal (faceted), non-spherical nanocrystals with average dimension of 14 nm and the larger, anisotropic nanocrystals with shapes like prolate spheroids and lengths up to 120 nm. The process of synthesis was controlled by the hydrothermal conditions such as the temperature and duration time as well as the concentration and pH value of precursor dispersions [20, 31, 32] . Our previous results showed that the hydrothermal treatment of titania nanotubes at pH = 5 leads to formation of elongated, prolate spheroid-like nanocrystals independently of the concentration of starting dispersion of titania nanotubes and the concentration of dopant ions [20] . The appearance of Co 2+ doped TiO 2 nanoparticles of mixed shapes in this study ( Fig. 1(b) ), although the synthesis conditions were similar to Ref. [20] , can be explained by the modified post-synthetic rinsing procedure of precursor titania nanotubes (rinse once with 1 M HCl, followed by rinsing with H 2 O until pH = 7). The release of residual H + ions from the interlayers of nanotubes could induce the lowering of the pH during the hydrothermal treatment of nanotubes and hence the appearance of nanocrystals of mixed shapes and sizes.
Barnard and Curtiss [33] used the free energy of nanocrystals as a function of size and shape, to determine the minimum energy morphology of anatase and rutile TiO 2 nanocrystals with different surface chemistry (acid or alkaline conditions). They found that in hydrogen dominancy on the surface (acidic conditions), there is little change in the shape of the nanocrystals with respect to the (neutral) water terminated nanoparticles. However, when oxygen is dominant on the surface (alkaline conditions), the nanoparticles of both polymorphs become elongated. According to Sugimoto and Zhou [34] , who studied formation of TiO 2 nanoparticles, their anisotropic growth and increase of the final size, with increasing of pH, are the consequence of the reduction of nucleation rate and increased adsorption of OH  groups on the embryos of TiO 2 nuclei. By analogy with formation of TiO 2 nanoparticles during dissolution process of Ti(OH) 4 gel, the rate-determining step for the growth of doped TiO 2 particles, probably is not the dissolution process of nanotubes than the deposition process of the solute onto the growing TiO 2 particles which proceeds with increasing pH [35] . Under these circumstances, the crystal growth is governed by kinetics, rather than thermodynamics, thus leading to the formation of the metastable anatase [36, 37] . Presence of dopant ions can also stabilize anatase crystalline structure of TiO 2 and retard the formation of more stable rutile phase [38] .
The XRD pattern of precursor nanotubes is shown in Fig. 2 is in its high spin state, which is slightly larger than ionic radius of Ti 4+ ions in octahedral coordination (0.745 Å) [44] , while bond lengths with nearest neighboring oxygen surrounding the impurity are reduced by about 0.05 Å [17] . Calculations by Weissmann and Errico [17] predicted that Co 2+ ions in anatase crystal lattice tend to be located in rows along a-axis. Because of the charge imbalance between dopant (Co 2+ ) and host (Ti 4+ ) ions, the overall charge neutrality in the lattice of TiO 2 nanoparticles after incorporation of Co 2+ ions is maintained by introducing oxygen interstitial defects [3, 17] . Due to fact that the TiO 2 is an ionic crystal, formation of oxygen vacancies induces a large structural relaxation as a consequence of the repulsion of nearby titanium ions [3, 15, 17, 45] .
In order to further confirm incorporation of Co 2+ ions into the crystal lattice of TiO 2 , we have investigated the optical properties of powdered samples of the 1.69 and 2.5 at% Co 2+ doped TiO 2 nanoparticles. The reflection spectra of doped TiO 2 nanoparticles are presented in Fig. 4 .
The influence of dopant on optical properties of TiO 2 matrix is evident (Fig. 4) . Increase of absorbance of 
Co
2+ doped TiO 2 nanoparticles in the visible part of the spectra could be related to the narrowing of the band gap of TiO 2 . As can be seen from Fig. 4(a) , there are two specific features observed in the both spectra of Co 2+ doped TiO 2 nanoparticles: between 400 and 500 nm and around 600 nm. These features are related to the 4 T 1g to 4 T 1g (P) and 4 T 1g to 4 A 2g transitions, respectively, which are the consequence of crystal field splitting of d-electronic transitions of Co 2+ in octahedral or pseudo-octahedral coordination [46] . Upon substitution of Ti 4+ ions by Co 2+ , the electrons in the d orbital of Co 2+ will undergo repulsion by the electrons of the six surrounding oxygen atoms which results in the splitting of d orbital of Co 2+ . Appearance of these transitions in the spectra of doped TiO 2 nanoparticles is an indication of incorporation of Co 2+ ions in TiO 2 lattice [43, 47, 48] .
For the analysis of reflectance spectra, KubelkaMunk relation
, which allows the indicates the indirect nature of band-to-band transition) [49, 50] . Band gap energies of the Co 2+ doped TiO 2 nanoparticles synthesized at pH = 5 were estimated from the variation of the Kubelka-Munk function with photon energy (Fig. 4(b) ). According to this method, determined band gap energies of 1.69 and 2.5 at% Co 2+ doped TiO 2 nanocrystals, revealed their red shifts to 2.76 and 2.70 eV, respectively.
While certain groups of authors claimed that doping does not reduce the actual band gap of TiO 2 but instead introduces some mid-band gap states which results in red shift of band gap, other groups associated the narrowing of band gap to the sp-d exchange interactions between the host and dopant ions [51, 52] . Owing to formation of oxygen vacancies in the crystal lattice of TiO 2 after substitution of Ti 4+ with Co 2+ ions, the defect states in the forbidden zone of the energy band gap of TiO 2 are created. The existence of these defect states is a reason for appearance of absorption bands in the visible spectral region [53] . Some theoretical calculations suggested that a high vacancy concentration could induce a vacancy band of electronic states just below the conduction band [54] . According to Zuo et al. [55] , the band gap narrowing in Co 2+ doped TiO 2 nanoparticles is a consequence of the presence of a mini-band just below the conduction band minimum, related to the oxygen vacancy associated with Ti 3+ . The magnetic responses of films in dependence of magnetic field are shown in Fig. 5 . Weak ferromagnetic behavior was observed in both samples, with coercive field of H c ≈ 100 Oe and low saturation moments in the range of M s = 0.001-0.002  B /Co. The diamagnetic contribution determined from the room temperature magnetic field dependence of magnetization at high field (for H > 10 kOe) was subtracted in both samples and not considered below. According to saturation magnetization values, the total number of magnetic moments in Co 2+ doped TiO 2 nanoparticles increases with increasing amount of dopant ions (Fig. 5) .
Furthermore, temperature dependence of magnetic susceptibility (H = 1000 Oe) in films made of 1.69 and 2.5 at% Co 2+ doped TiO 2 nanocrystals enabled the examination of the nature of magnetism (Fig. 6 ). The increase of susceptibility is observed at low temperature for both samples indicating dominant paramagnetic behavior of isolated Co 2+ ions [56] . Zero-field-cooled (ZFC) and field-cooled (FC) magnetic susceptibility (not shown) under low field of 100 Oe completely overlap for both samples showing no change from behavior presented in Fig. 6 , without signature of Co magnetic clusters. Temperature dependent susceptibility follows Curie-Weiss's dependence:
where C is Curie constant and θ is Curie-Weiss temperature, indicating the straight nature of the magnetic interactions. The values of C and θ obtained from the fit of Curie-Weiss law are given in Table 2 . In both samples, θ has a very small positive value indicating very weak ferromagnetic coupling. The Curie constant, C, is related to the effective magnetic moment µ eff of Co 2+ in Co 2+ doped TiO 2 through the relation [57] :
where N is the number of interaction magnetic ions per g, B  is Bohr magneton, and B k is Boltzmann constant. The effective magnetic moment calculated from the experimental values of Curie constant, [24] . According to literature, there are several reasons for the observed reduction of the magnetic moment per cation. The possible existence of clusters of antiferromagnetically-coupled spins when dopant cation concentration is less than dopant cation percolation threshold (x < p x ), can reduce the average moment per cation [14] . However, obtained magnetization curves with observed saturation (Fig. 5) , indicate no such paraprocess involved. Also, the existence of low-spin state of Co 2+ is excluded if it is incorporated in anatase TiO 2 [59] . Yermakov et al. [60] explained observed reduction of the magnetic moment in nanocrystalline TiO 2 :Co samples by itinerant magnetism model due to cobalt localization and magnetic ordering on the surface which also contains oxygen defects.
It is known that the concentration of oxygen vacancies, i.e., undercoordinated defects in TiO 2 nanocrystals depends on their surface morphologies and sizes [42] . A low concentration of oxygen vacancies in 1.69 and 2.5 at% Co 2+ doped TiO 2 nanocrystals could be the reason for the observed significantly lower magnetic moment in spite of relatively high concentrations of dopant ions (max. 2.5 at%) in comparison to 0.46 at% Co 2+ doped TiO 2 nanoparticles [24] . Since TEM characterization ( Fig. 1(b) ) revealed mixture of finer polygonal and coarser prolate ellipsoid nanocrystals in 2.5 at% Co 2+ doped TiO 2 sample, the low value of magnetic moment in this sample might be related to lower level of surface oxygen vacancy defects in prolate nanospheroids [61] . To confirm the existence of different concentration of oxygen vacancies in polygonal and prolate ellipsoid TiO 2 nanocrystals, we applied photoluminescence spectroscopy, a method sensitive to the presence of defects in the crystalline structure of semiconductor nanoparticles [21] . Photoluminescence spectrum of TiO 2 nanocrystals of different shapes (polygonal and prolate spheroids) after band gap excitation at  exc = 365 nm which were synthesized under the same experimental conditions but in absence of Co ions is shown in Fig. 7 . An intense band observed at 2.95 eV (420 nm) can be assigned to the lowest indirect transition from the center to the edge of the Brillouin zone, Γ 1b X 1a [62] . Absence of intense bands in the low energy region of PL spectrum was an indication of lower concentration/ amount of structural defects. Namely, in our previous work we reported that appearance of the lower energy emissions in the photoluminescence spectrum of polygonal (only) TiO 2 nanocrystals, at 2.88 and 2.56 eV, which originate from the intra-gap levels transitions, was an indication of existence of lattice and/or surface structural defects (oxygen vacancies) [21] . Observed difference in PL spectrum of TiO 2 nanocrystals consisting of polygonal and prolate spheroid-like particles (Fig. 7) , compared to only polygonal TiO 2 particles [21] implied to the significantly lower concentration of oxygen vacancies in prolate spheroidlike nanocrystals. Such assumption is in agreement with their larger dimension, decreased curvature, and consequently lower amount of surface defects. Finally, it can be concluded that room temperature ferromagnetism observed in our sample is directly correlated to the concentration of oxygen vacancies.
However, Santara et al. [63] demonstrated that concentration of oxygen vacancies by itself does not affect the magnitude of magnetic moment, but they also suggested that the defect environment and the surface morphology of the nanoparticles could be of crucial importance for achieving of measurable ferromagnetic interaction. The greater density of the oxygen vacancy helps to produce more BMP which yields a greater overall volume occupied by BMP, leading to an overlap of BMPs and enhancing ferromagnetic behavior.
Conclusions
In summary, Co 2+ doped TiO 2 nanocrystals were synthesized in a two-step hydrothermal method. Dispersions of previously synthesized titania nanotubes in the presence of different concentrations of Co 2+ ions at pH = 5, were used as precursors. XRD study demonstrated the absence of impurity phases and confirmed anatase crystal structure in 1.69 and 2.5 at% Co 2+ doped TiO 2 nanocrystals independently of the concentrations of dopant ions. TEM analysis revealed the presence of the mixture of polygonal nanocrystals, with average dimension of 14 nm, and prolate spheroidlike nanocrystals with lengths up to 120 nm. Both samples of 1.69 and 2.5 at% Co 2+ doped TiO 2 nanocrystals exhibited weak ferromagnetic ordering with closed loop and coercivity H c  100 Oe, accompanied with paramagnetic behavior. The low values of magnetic moments per Co in both samples that contain polygonal and prolate spheroid-like nanocrystals, were probably the consequence of the lower total number of surface defects/oxygen vacancies. The PL spectrum of non-doped TiO 2 nanocrystals of different shapes confirmed the lower number of surface defects (oxygen vacancies) within.
